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The experimenter slapped himself hard, but could not figure out why the Teng Snake was suddenly so 

afraid of Sogang. 

The surrounding experimenters also dropped their jaws at the sight, but no one dared to come forward 

to lecture Lin Mo, after all, Teng Snake, who was now second only to the envoy in power, was serving 

him. 

“The first floor is the recreation area, it’s our organisation’s internal entertainment place, it holds some 

good looking material for their usual amusement.” 

Lin Mo looked at the brightly lit first floor, these captains of the Human Snake Organisation were all 

hugging each other left and right, staring at the girls dressed in revealing clothes around them with lewd 

and greasy faces, their restless hands roaming around on their bodies. 

The girls were all very young and pretty, and in order to please the captains, they put aside their pride 

and tried their best to dimple their most seductive bodies and perform very indecent acts. 

In some of the slightly more hidden curtains, there were also some decadent sounds emanating from 

time to time. 

Lin Mo felt his eyes were polluted, and at the same time, he was heartbroken for these girls. 

These girls were lucky to have survived on their beauty, but if they didn’t want to live, how could they 

obey such men who had ugly faces and could even be their fathers. 

Lin Mo continued to walk forward and saw a row of girls chained to the wall. 

“Why are they chained to the wall?” 

“Because they would rather kill themselves than be played with by these captains, but the captains can’t 

let them kill themselves yet, so they can only lock them to the wall and admire them.” 

Lin Mo saw these girls on the wall, their clothes in disarray, and despite suffering the torture of those 

old perverts, their eyes were still very determined, not giving in to them in the slightest. 

At that moment a captain embraced two young girls and walked towards Lin Mo and Teng Snakes. 

“Teng Snake, where have you been having fun lately, I haven’t seen you come to the first floor either, 

Fay hasn’t allowed anyone to touch her these two days, she’s just waiting for you to come.” 

Although Teng Snake had some lewd thoughts in his heart, he did not dare to show them. 

“Fay, Captain Teng Serpent has arrived and you are still not coming to entertain.” 

That captain shouted to a superb woman who was drinking a mulled wine in a corner not far away. 



Unexpectedly, that woman pretended not to hear, and continued to sip her wine without a sip, as if she 

was playing some kind of lustful ruse. 

That captain began to sidetrack again, “Look, Fay is obviously angry, you’ve been hanging someone out 

to dry for a few days now.” 

If this had been before, Teng Snakes would have been all up in arms to coax Fay, but with Lin Mo here 

he could only hold his tongue. 

“Why don’t you get the f*ck over here, do you want me to invite you b*tch?” 

“Teng Snake, you’ve eaten dynamite today, do you know what pity is, you don’t want Fay to let me have 

it.” 

That captain’s words were really very much in the air. 

“You shut the f*ck up too, Captain Sogang’s woman, you try to move! Get lost, two is not enough to 

keep you busy, huh?” 

The captain’s strength was below that of Teng Snakes, so naturally he didn’t dare to openly confront 

him, so he silently retreated to the side. 

What? Captain Sogang’s woman? Since when did that trash deserve to be on the first floor? 

If Teng Snake hadn’t mentioned it just now, everyone would have taken Lin Mo as one of Teng Snake’s 

junior followers, after all, this Sogang had been too badly mixed up in the headquarters before …… 

And the woman called Fay heard Teng Snake get angry, naturally she didn’t dare to play any more love 

games and came towards Teng Snake by herself. 

Lin Mo saw that this woman’s appearance was indeed very eye-catching in this crowd of girls. 

Her eyes were slender and seductive, her lips were red and white, her breasts were proud, and she wore 

a black tulle-like ultra-short tight skirt, revealing her unbelievably long legs that were snow white and 

flawless, belonging to the bright and sexy type, most to the taste of this group of old perverts. 

“Fay, from now on, you are Captain Sogang’s woman, be sure to serve thoughtfully.” 

Teng Snakes winked towards Fay, signaling Fay to go to Lin Mo’s side, but in his heart he was about to 

cry …… 

Who didn’t know that Fay was the dream of all the men here? 
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Ever since Fay was captured as material, she was picked out by the Lord Envoy and sent to the first floor 

to be served. 

At that time, Fay was so popular that even the captains had to call out to Fay politely when they saw 

her. 



Faye was also an excellent dancer, with a beautiful face, a perfect figure, and a dancing background that 

made her a great dancer. 

This is equivalent to the status of a flower girl in an ancient Chinese youth house. 

Later on, when Teng Snakes became a popular person in front of the envoy, the envoy rewarded Fay to 

Teng Snakes. 

Now, he had to personally give up Fay to Lin Mo, so he was not happy about it, but this sacrifice seemed 

insignificant in order to save his life. 

Fay was obviously not very willing to follow Lin Mo, but Teng Serpent did not dare to disobey his 

request. 

Only a pair of jade arms gently took Lin Mo’s arm …… 

But a harsh look from Lin Mo frightened Fay into hastily retracting her hand. 

This was the first captain in the Human Snake Organization to reject herself! And the most useless of all, 

a useless captain! 

Fay’s pretty face chilled, feeling ashamed of herself, as if she really thought of herself as the goddess of 

millions of men. 

She was indeed considered a goddess in the Human Snake Organisation, but in Lin Mo’s heart, Fay was 

not as good as Xu Hanxia by a single point. 

Sensing that Lin Mo was not interested in beauty, Teng Serpent immediately signaled Fay to back off, 

happy again in his heart. 

“Let’s go to the third floor.” 

Amidst the astonishment of a group of people on the first floor, Lin Mo and Teng Snakes went up to the 

third floor. 

“The third floor is where the various captains live, there’s nothing to see.” 

“Which room do I take?” Lin Mo asked Teng Snakes. 

“If it’s Captain Sogang it’s this one.” 

Teng Snakes casually pointed to a small warehouse next to the stairs. 

Lin Mo opened the warehouse and an unpleasant smell hit him, only to see that inside was just a single 

folding bed and a shabby little cupboard. 

The rest of the spare space was stuffed with some cleaning tools and changed dirty bed sheets and 

bedding. 

“Very well, this is where you’ll be staying from now on.” 

Teng Serpent gritted his teeth and endured, but the next moment he said to Lin Mo, “It’s too dirty here, 

let me show you your new room.” 



Turning a corner in the corridor, in a quiet and secluded location, there was an upscale double-opening 

room with a door sign that read 001 Supreme Suite Captain Teng Snakes. 

As quickly as he could, Teng Snakes threw the door tag into the bin and opened the door for Lin Mo. 

What caught his eyes was a wide living room with bright floor-to-ceiling windows, leather sofas, a 

sandalwood desk, a wine area, a cooking area as well as a relaxation area …… 

The whole living room seems to be a small entertainment and leisure place, with all kinds of necessities 

of life. 

Inside, there is a cloakroom and a bathroom on one side, and then a small study to the master bedroom. 

The master bedroom is luxuriously decorated, with custom-made bedding, an en-suite bathroom and an 

open-air balcony, and a sexy photo of Fay hanging above the bed …… 

There are three secondary bedrooms, two on the other side of the living room and another en suite in 

the master bedroom. 

“Replace all the supplies in the house with new ones and disinfect them completely, I’ll stay here for the 

night.” 

Lin Mo clearly disliked very much what Teng Shao had used. 

“And change the bed as well.” Lin Mo took a glance at the racy photo on the bed, he didn’t want to 

sleep in a bed that had had traces of other women. 

Teng Snake promised Lin Mo in quick succession, while calling the cleaning and service staff to come and 

change it. 

“Go to the fourth floor.” 

Teng Serpent stopped in his tracks, “The fourth floor is Lord Envoy’s area.” 

“Then let Lord Envoy show me around.” 

Heh! What a big mouth! 

Teng Snakes thought to himself, “Although I don’t have the strength to get you killed, the Lord Envoy 

may not, we’ll see. 

Teng Snake pretended to be calm and took Lin Mo up to the fourth floor, but the thoughts in his mind 

were already clear to Lin Mo …… 
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When he reached the fourth floor, Lin Mo almost thought he had traveled! 

What he saw was a row of ancient buildings, pavilions and water pavilions, carved beams and painted 

buildings, just like being in a paradise …… 

It is true that when one’s position of power rises to a certain level, aesthetics follow suit. 



After making sure that he had come to the right place, Lin Mo was completely speechless, this simply 

looked unconnected to the three floors below! 

Although the three floors below were divided into different functions, the overall style was the same, 

dark, spooky and creepy. 

However, this floor made Lin Mo relax his mental guard and also felt distinctly familiar. 

Wait! This was the Death Island of the Western Vientiane Islands, but the architecture in front of him 

was clearly unique to China! 

Could it be that this Human Snake envoy was from China, or that this evil organisation had spread its 

claws into his own country? 

The more relaxing this environment is, the easier it is to lose focus …… 

Before he could see the true face of the human-snake envoy, the Teng snake on the side of the 

poisonous addiction again, lying on the ground in pain and writhing, the sound was not too loud, but it 

drew the real big snake out of its hole. 

“Teng Serpent, have you caught enough material for a hundred?” 

Through a translucent gauze curtain, an extremely cold female voice came out. 

Lin Mo thought he thought it was the female companion of the human-snake envoy again or something. 

Unexpectedly, Teng Serpent forced his body to suppress the toxicity on his knees and replied to the 

ghostly voice. 

“Lord Envoy, it is me who has failed you, I …… ah …… beg you to give me a sip, quickly, please …… ” 

Teng Serpent, who was replying to the person inside, could no longer restrain the ten thousand blazing 

fires burning inside him, and turned to kneel towards Lin Mo. 

So this woman is the human snake envoy, no wonder she was willing to give Fay to Teng Serpent. 

Interesting. 

“Unbridled! I can’t even bring myself to drink this tea! I see I’ve spoiled you into lawlessness!” 

The three were not even on the same page. 

And Teng Serpent could no longer care about replying to the envoy at all, and was still begging Lin Mo 

incessantly and bitterly, “Give me a sip, whatever you want me to do, I can learn to bark for you and ride 

for you as a horse ……” 

“Shame on you, get the hell out!” The female envoy was already annoyed when she heard Teng Serpent 

still begging and begging. 

At this moment, Lin Mo threw the few remaining sips of the potion to Teng Snake, who immediately 

finished it frantically. 



After drinking the potion, the Teng Snake immediately became quiet, but no longer in the exuberant 

state it was in before. The whole person shrank limply into the corner and began to enter a fantasy 

state, even letting out a giggle every now and then. 

It was only then that the female envoy inside realised that there were still three people from Dishan 

present. 

All the captains on the fourth floor were summoned to enter, except for Teng Snakes, which was why 

she had mistakenly thought that Teng Snakes was talking to her earlier. 

When the female envoy came out and saw Teng Snakes cowering in the corner, and Lin Mo with a stoic 

face, she instantly understood. 

Teng Snakes had been poisoned, and Lin Mo was the one who had cast the poison. 

“Tell me, what are you doing here?” 

The female envoy didn’t blame Lin Mo who was dressed as Sogang, she understood that since Sogang 

could bring down Teng Snake, he was naturally qualified to come and ask for some favours with himself, 

and here, having strength was king. 

“Replace Teng Snakes.” Lin Mo spat out four words lightly. 

“I’ll inform down, this is the position you’ve earned with your strength.” The female envoy agreed to Lin 

Mo’s request with barely a hint of doubt. 

She didn’t forget to add “Fay will also be yours.” 

“Why do you need fetal blood?” Lin Mo indifferently asked this sentence. 

The female envoy felt that Lin Mo was extremely reckless and dared to question himself, he was now as 

arrogant as if he was the envoy. 

At this moment, the Teng Serpent who was shrinking in the corner gradually regained his senses. 

“Lord Envoy, he is not Sogang, so be careful!” 
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The female envoy’s pupils shrank as she looked at Lin Mo, reaching out to pull Lin Mo’s fake face skin, 

but instead Lin Mo squeezed his wrist to death. 

Lin Mo saw the female envoy’s face up close at this moment, the standard turquoise eyes of the Human 

Snake Organization, and the thin lips like a knife, making the whole face look very harsh. 

Being trapped by Lin Mo made her eyes narrow slightly, releasing a danger signal, the whole person was 

like a viper ready to strike. 

At this moment, the atmosphere was cold to the extreme, but Lin Mo did not harm the female envoy 

further, because he had not yet taken control of the entire operation of the Human Snake Organisation’s 

headquarters, and the place was simply too big. 



Right now, he needed to use the female envoy to control the lifeline of the entire Death Island Human 

Snake Organization and expose all the human snakes on this island! 

This is destined to be a protracted battle …… 

“You believe the words of a man who is addicted to poison?” 

After Lin Mo finished speaking and released his hand, the female envoy felt the tendons and veins at her 

wrist were about to be crushed by Lin Mo. 

“Who the hell are you? Sogang doesn’t have the strength for this at all!” 

The female envoy rubbed her wrist that had been squeezed to the point of bruising and kept a certain 

distance from Lin Mo. 

“In that case, the game is over.” 

Lin Mo uncovered Sogang’s mask and Molin’s handsome face was revealed in front of them. 

The female envoy was shocked! 

“It’s too similar.” 

“Hmm?” 

This face, so familiar and so unfamiliar, sent her into memories once again …… 

“You look especially like a material I caught before, his name is Qu Yutang, he is from China and does 

ancient building restoration. 

I took him under my wing because I was infatuated with his looks, but I didn’t expect him to pretend to 

befriend me in order to get rid of my control. 

He went out of his way to spend two years building the entire fourth floor of the pavilion and carved 

windows and corner pavilions, just to please me. 

Just when I felt I had fallen in love, Qu Yutang took advantage of me and poisoned my tea. 

I asked him why. He said that I was ugly, ruthless and murderous, like a demon, that he would never like 

me even if he died, and that all he did for me was to leave me easier and kill me ……” 

The female envoy said with deep emotion, and wiped the seemingly tears from her eyes. 

Lin Mo couldn’t help but feel amused that a supreme head of a murderous demon would actually feel 

love, don’t tarnish love! 

What she covets is just that skin …… 

“Where is Qu Yutang now?” Lin Mo asked. 

The female envoy glanced in the direction of the inside and sketched out a sly smile, “I couldn’t bear to 

kill him, he’s right by my side with me. 



He called me ugly, so I used the most nourishing foetal blood to refine it into skin care products to help 

me look good, so that he could witness my becoming beautiful every moment. 

He called me evil and brutal I actually didn’t care, but his fault was in calling a woman ugly. ” 

…… 

Turns out she sent people to capture pregnant women just to develop skin care products for her! 

She’s a woman herself …… No, she’s not a human being anymore, let alone a man or a woman! 

“Heartless!” 

Lin Mo walked briskly inwards and found a person bolted to a pillar by the wall that really did bear a five 

or six percent resemblance to his current face. 

The man had been put on a leash like a dog by the female envoy, but his hands and face were clean, his 

hair was neat and his clothes were decent, so he was obviously tethered like this for fear that he might 

have any more thoughts of escaping. 

“Qu Yutang.” 

Lin Mo shouted, but Qu Yutang’s gaze was dull, as if he was deaf and did not respond. 

This was the first time Lin Mo had met a Chinese on Death Island, and he felt a tremor in his heart. 

He broke the chain around Qu Yutang’s neck with a slap and helped him outside. 

Seeing that even the Lord Envoy could not hurt Lin Mo, Teng Serpent, who was already too deeply 

poisoned, could no longer control his emotions and reason, and leapt onto Qu Yutang, trying to threaten 

Lin Mo. 
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But his body movements could not keep up with his brain, and when Lin Mo blocked it with an elbow, 

Teng Snakes spat blood and fell to the ground. 

“I wanted to keep you for a few days, but you couldn’t wait to find death.” 

The female envoy on the side secretly admired Lin Mo’s inner strength, such a powerful person should 

never be an enemy, he should be used for himself. 

At this time, Lin Mo helped Qu Yutang onto the sofa, opened the divine power of his jade pendant and 

diagnosed and treated him. 

At this point, Qu Yutang was a completely unconscious vegetable, only more than a vegetable who could 

walk, and it was impossible to imagine what kind of perverted nervous stimulation he had suffered from 

the female envoy. 

It was time to use the Doktor Nine Xuan Needles again. 

With a single wave of his hand, Lin Mo’s nine Xuan needles instantly appeared between his fingers. 



Before the female envoy could see the movement of his hand, Lin Mo had already stabbed the nine 

Xuan needles into the nine important acupuncture points of Qu Yutang’s head. 

As Qu Yutang’s limbs could move normally, his main problem was that he was not conscious, so he 

needed to use the needles to stimulate his head acupuncture points to wake him up. 

As Lin Mo slowly twisted the Xuan needles, a look began to appear in Qu Yutang’s eyes, it was a very 

frightening feeling, as if he had seen some appalling scene. 

As the nine Xuan needles were twisted in unison, the look he displayed became more and more 

exaggerated, before he finally suddenly opened his mouth and cried out, and pa*sed out. 

“Hmph, it seems your medical skills aren’t good either, I was almost about to be fooled by you.” 

The female envoy mocked Lin Mo disdainfully. 

“The reason he pa*sed out was not because I didn’t heal him, but because he had regained 

consciousness, remembered the last scene before he was stimulated, and was scared out of his mind 

again.” 

After hearing Lin Mo’s words, the female envoy did not dare to make another sound. 

Lin Mo took out the Doklam Nine Xuan Needle and pinched it on Qu Yutang’s human middle, and Qu 

Yutang slowly opened his eyes. 

He stared at Lin Mo with a palpitating heart, his eyes filled with fear. 

“You don’t need to be afraid, I am also a Chinese.” 

Seeing that it was the man in front of him who had saved him, and seeing the female envoy not far 

away, Qu Yutang grabbed Lin Mo and was about to run outside. 

“Benefactor run, this is a female devil, she is now treating you well, she is coveting your skin, let’s run, 

she is a madman and pervert ……” 

Lin Mo pulled Qu Yutang, “She doesn’t dare to do anything to you, just follow me.” 

Seeing the extraordinary calmness in Lin Mo’s eyes and the powerful aura emanating from his body, Qu 

Yutang finally chose to believe in Lin Mo’s strength. 

But he never dared to look in the direction of the female envoy, and Lin Mo intended to take him back 

to rest first. 

“Your strength is above mine, how about we work together to share this Human Snake Empire?” 

Even though Lin Mo had saved Qu Yutang in front of his own face, the female envoy did not dare to 

clash with Lin Mo head on again, until his own brother, the head of the Human Snake Organisation 

came, he would still be his prisoner. 

Lin Mo was several times more handsome than Qu Yutang, so she must not let him get away. 

The female envoy stared wistfully at Lin Mo, and even struck an enchanting pose. 



Lin Mo knew that the female envoy was emboldened, so she did not intend to tear her face off, which 

would instead frighten the snake. 

“There is no need for the envoy to be so polite, the purpose of my visit has already been achieved.” 

“Do you just want to be a first captain? Don’t you want to live on the fourth floor for a long time?” 

“Aren’t you afraid I’ll call you ugly?” 

“Get the hell out of here!” 

“Late stage of mental split~fracture.” 

Lin Mo left a sentence and helped Qu Yutang down to the fourth floor, leaving only the grim-faced 

female envoy to storm off in place. 

When they reached the third floor, the room where Teng Snakes had been before had been re-packed. 

Lin Mo told Qu Yutang to sit down and rest, and told him that he was now safe. 

“The benefactor looks very similar to one of my idols in China, his name is Lin Mo, and his medical skills 

are also very powerful, having reached the level of Patriarch!” 

“What? You actually recognise my real body?” 
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Of course, Lin Mo didn’t say this out loud, he was just thinking in his heart, “Even in this distant island of 

death, I can meet my own fans.” 

This is really, heaven’s arrangement! Fate! 

“Is that so? Is that Lin Mo really great? How does it compare to me?” 

Lin Mo asked about Qu Yutang with interest. 

“Benefactor, although you just saved me, but allow me to say the truth, you can’t even compare to my 

idol Lin Mo!” 

Lin Mo: …… 

I actually can’t compare to myself in China! Does it mean that my medical skills have regressed? 

“My idol is much more handsome than you, his medical skills are very amazing at a young age, he has 

reached the level of a Patriarch! 

In addition, he is very good at making pills, if you are lucky enough to take one, you can get rid of all 

your illnesses and prolong your life …… 

Although he had previously joined the Xu family, the value he created in the later years was endless, and 

he was also devoted and long-suffering to his wife, very loving ……” 



It seems that he knows quite a comprehensive understanding of himself, after my father identified as an 

iron fan! 

Lin Mo can’t help but the corners of his mouth rise, but also a little jealous of himself, my current Mo Lin 

is not bad ah …… 

“How did you get here from China and get targeted by the Human Snake Organization!” 

Lin Mo interrupted Qu Yutang who was praising his real body, and when Qu Yutang heard Lin Mo’s 

question, he couldn’t help but feel sad. 

“Benefactor, I am a restorer of ancient buildings and have been traveling abroad for the past few years 

to give lectures on Chinese architecture and culture. During one of my business trips, I was stranded on 

an unknown island after taking a boat into a storm. 

After a period and time of wandering, I came to this strange place and was caught by them before I 

could settle down. 

After arriving here, their snakes in human skin wanted to draw my blood as a reagent, but they were 

taken away by the female envoy, who wanted me to commit myself to her …… 

I knew that I could not twist my arm, not to mention the fact that this place was a paradise of purgatory 

on earth, so I could only pretend to befriend her in order to save my life. 

But I was constantly thinking of ways to escape her clutches, and as I was good at some of the artisanal 

work of building restoration, I cajoled to create for her a unique beauty that belonged to the country of 

China. 

But she didn’t know that I had designed elaborate mechanisms in every landscape building, so that if the 

time was right, I could restrain her!” 

“Then why did you have to poison her tea later, did the mechanism not work?” Lin Mo asked. 

“The organ was missing a very important part, I didn’t think of what to do for the time being, but I really 

couldn’t stand the perverted behaviour of that female envoy for one more day!” 

Qu Yu Tang began to get grumpy again as he spoke. 

“That was some lead powder paint I secretly left behind when I was doing construction, and all I planned 

was to add a little to her food every day and she would get lead poisoning, but it was only the first time 

that I was caught. 

After I was caught, I could no longer bring myself to pretend to be submissive to her and the real 

emotions I had suppressed for two years came out and I called her brutal, ugly and a waste of life. 

When she heard that she was furious, she bolted me to a post like a dog.” 

“Then why did you go insane again, what did the envoy do?” 

Seeing Qu Yutang start to become terrified again, Lin Mo knew that asking him to recall that horrible 

scene again was tantamount to inflicting another mind-blowing attack on him. 



“Forget it, don’t say anything if you don’t want to, I can help you forget that memory.” 

Lin Mo couldn’t bear to ask any more questions. 

“No, benefactor, I will say it! You saved my life, not to mention that with you by my side, I feel less 

scared, as if my idol is by my side.” 

“Well, speak then, and I promise that that sort of thing will never happen again.” 

“On the night she bolted me to the pillar, I witnessed Captain Tenshi bring a pregnant woman to the 

fourth floor, and after they had been talking for a few minutes, the female envoy did something 

extremely brutal ……” 
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“They tied the pregnant woman who was about to give birth to a pole and stabbed a dagger into her 

belly without any anesthetic or sterilization. 

I was not too far away and I saw very clearly that the moment the dagger was thrust into the belly of 

that pregnant woman, the foetus in her belly was obviously injured too! 

The fetus seemed to be struggling desperately in pain, but after a few seconds, it stopped moving …… 

The pregnant woman let out a very harsh and sadistic hiss that made people’s hearts tremble. But she 

was unable to protect the child in her womb and eventually bled to death. 

But that wasn’t all, the special used both hands to tear a large slit in the pregnant woman’s belly raw 

and remove the fetus inside ……” 

Qu Yutang was already shivering and covered in cold sweat when he said this, and he eased off only 

when Lin Mo gave him a fixing needle. 

“They took out the fetus, put it directly into the dinner plate, and ate it with a knife and fork dismantling 

the limbs, miserable!!! 

After that, they had to repeat this dehumanising scene once a day, and then one of the experimenters 

came up and said that this was not effective and that purifying it with the blood of the foetus would be 

more useful. 

They then began to capture pregnant women on a large scale …… and they did this just to maintain the 

face of that perverted female envoy!” 

Although Lin Mo had a calm face after listening, the chill in his heart reached its peak. 

“Since then I have never been able to forget the bloody scenes of them mutilating pregnant women and 

sharing the fetuses, causing me to have nightmares every night, even dreaming of those pregnant 

women and fetuses. 

They came towards me covered in blood and asked me why I watched them being killed but didn’t try to 

stop them ……” 



When Qu Yu Tang finished, he closed his eyes in pain and shed two lines of bloody tears. 

“I don’t blame you, don’t blame yourself too much.” Lin Mo patted his shoulder and comforted him. 

“Later I was tormented by these nightmares to the point of insanity, the female envoy didn’t let me go, I 

don’t know what happened after that, and then it was when I met you, my benefactor.” 

This female envoy was the ultimate in perversion. 

“Benefactor, were you captured by them as well? Even if they are good to you now, if you don’t obey 

her, she will definitely harm you. 

“I came here to kill them, but I just don’t have enough information in my hands now to kill them all.” 

After hearing this, Qu Yu Tang thought that Lin Mo was also irritated. 

“Benefactor, it is already a great blessing for us to walk out alive, and you are still thinking of killing them 

all? Impossible …… never …….” 

“As long as you are willing to cooperate with me, I promise to let you return to China intact to see Lin 

Mo.” 

“Benefactor, you also know Lin Mo, do you have a good relationship with him? Can you help me get an 

autograph when I get to China.” 

“That’s not a difficult task, it’s no problem to ask for an elixir for you.” 

Lin Mo thought that on account of this fan being so infatuated with him, he would have to send him 

back safely. 

“Benefactor, I still don’t know your surname.” 

“Mo Lin.” 

“Mo Lin, Lin Mo. You wouldn’t be my idol’s b*****d rice, would you?” 

Originally Lin Mo thought that this guy had guessed his true identity, but he didn’t expect such a 

sentence to pop up, so it seemed that the status of iron fan was yet to be certified. 

Lin Mo plucked out the tranquilizing needle on Qu Yu Tang and instructed him to rest well and never 

leave the room, he had to run some errands. 

“Brother Mo Lin you must be careful in all things.” 

Lin Mo nodded his head and left the suite. 

The next plan was to go to the ground floor first, scrap their human lab and rescue as many people as 

possible as quietly as possible. 

Sogang’s face went back to work. 

When they arrived on the ground floor, all the people who saw Lin Mo immediately stopped what they 

were doing and greeted and saluted him. 
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The female envoy had already informed the entire headquarters of the Human Snake Organization of 

the news that Suo Gang had replaced Teng Snake as the Grand Captain, as Lin Mo had instructed. 

Therefore, at this time, when they saw Lin Mo, they naturally did not dare to ridicule him anymore, but 

were very respectful. 

“Congratulations to Captain Sogang on becoming the First Captain! What happened before was my 

men’s lack of brains, I have punished them heavily, I hope Captain Sogang will not take it to heart.” 

The person who came forward to speak to Lin Mo was the chief commander of the Experiment 

Department on the ground floor, Lauro. 

Lin Mo glanced at Lauro’s staff enforcement plate, “Commander Lauro will have to temper the people 

around him properly, next time it won’t be as easy as a hundred slaps.” 

“That’s right, I’ll need more help from Captain Sogang to discipline him in the future! What are your 

instructions for this visit to my floor?” 

“I heard that another shipment of materials has arrived today, so I’ll go and find some good ones and 

bring them to the envoy to see if he’s interested.” 

“Captain Sogang, please get in this way.” 

It was possible to walk there, but the fact that it took at least half an hour was an indication of the size 

of each floor! 

So they had parked a dozen sightseeing cars on each floor to deliver materials to each other during the 

experimental work. 

Lauro drove the car himself to show Lin Mo the way, and after the car had travelled some distance, it 

stopped in front of the door of the material screening area. 

After opening the door, Lin Mo was stung hard by the scene before him. 

He saw that the factory-like material screening area had been made into a dense, endless grid of small 

cubicles, without a single gap. 

There was a person in each compartment, men, women, old people, children …… whether they were 

healthy or handicapped, all appeared in these compartments. 

The human snake here is responsible for sorting and dividing the people brought in every day according 

to gender, age and health level, and eliminating those with infectious diseases or those who cannot be 

used twice. 

As Lin Mo walked through the rows and rows of cubicles, some people pa*sed out, while others looked 

at Lin Mo with fearful eyes, but none of them spoke. 



Lin Mo used his inner senses to realise that these people had all been sedated, inhibiting them from 

vocalising. 

“The quality of all these materials is not very good, none of them are suitable for the envoy.” 

“It’s not very good to find materials these days, Lord Envoy has instructed the captains to change areas.” 

“Alright, I get it, let’s go.” 

After leaving the material screening pickup, Lin Mo left the ground floor, it was almost time for Qu 

Yutang to wake up, so it was just time for him to do some work. 

When he returned to his room, he only saw that Qu Yutang was again tinkering with some kind of 

architectural model. 

“How do you feel now?” 

“I think I’ve fully recovered. Brother Molin, your medical skills are not as good as my idol’s, but they are 

already better than the average doctor.” 

“Can you mention your idol less.” 

Lin Mo this was clearly jealous of himself. 

After saying this, Qu Yutang, who was only fiddling with the model, looked up at Lin Mo and almost cried 

in shock. 

“Who are you? Don’t you know this is the First Captain’s room!” 

At this moment, Lin Mo still had the face of Sogang with him that had not been torn off, scaring Qu 

Yutang to death. 

“You see who I am.” 

Lin Mo revealed the appearance of Molin. 

“You actually know how to disguise yourself, that’s too cool!” 

“Do you want to experience it?” 

Qu Yu Tang nodded frantically, “Please disguise me as a Lin Mo idol!” 

Lin Mo held his forehead, before Lin Mo had planned to find an opportunity to tell Qu Yutang about his 

real body, but now it seemed that it was better not to confess. 

If he knows, shall not twenty-four little things hang on himself …… 

“Now is not the time to play around, as I said, if you want to get out of this hellhole early, you have to 

fully cooperate with me.” 

Qu Yutang hurriedly put away his smile and listened to Lin Mo’s next plan in a serious manner. 

He wanted to escape this place even in his dreams. 
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“The material screening area on the ground floor holds a large number of people, and we are going to 

rescue them next, but that group of human snakes is heavily guarded and has many eyes and ears, so 

we must act in secret. 

I will disguise myself as Lauro, the chief commander of the ground floor, and you disguise yourself as 

one of the human snakes beside Lauro, so that we can enter the material area without any problems.” 

Lin Mo finished speaking and took out a few packets of medicinal powder from his waist and handed 

them to Qu Yutang. 

“This is the epidemic poison powder I made up just now, when we go to inspect it later, I’ll try to stall for 

as long as possible while you go and spread these poison powders to every corner inside.” 

“Aren’t we going to save people? Why do we need to use the epidemic poison powder to harm them?” 

Qu Yu Tang expressed his disbelief. 

“The toxicity of this epidemic poison powder is minimal, it will only cause a low fever, not life-

threatening at all, but it will cause a dense red rash all over the skin.” 

“Then we can send them out in name only!” When Lin Mo finished speaking, Qu Yutang immediately 

understood. 

“Not too stupid.” 

As it was the first time he had disguised Qu Yutang, Lin Mo needed to manually go about adjusting the 

position of the mask’s five senses. 

Only to see Lin Mo pull out some medicine bottles from his body, and after Lin Mo’s skillful preparation, 

he immediately presented a jar of paste in front of Qu Yutang. 

Then Lin Mo again pasted the sticky liquid onto his face, spreading it evenly. 

When the liquid was dry and formed, Lin Mo removed the mask, manually adjusted some details and 

put it on Qu Yutang’s face again. 

“It’s so similar!” Qu Yutang was about to be shocked by himself in the mirror. 

Only to see Lin Mo take out his pre-prepared Lauro mask again and replace it. 

“Brother Molin, I remember that Lauro is a bit bald ……” 

In his own eagerness to save others, he had almost forgotten this detail! 

At Qu Yu Tang’s reminder, Lin Mo made a head covering with rooted hair as fast as he could, covering 

his thick head of hair, which now brought out Lauro’s special aura completely. 

“Let’s go, Commander Lauro~” 

The two smiled at each other and headed to the material screening area on the ground floor. 



The human snakes patrolling the entrance to the materials area all greeted the door politely when they 

saw Lin Mo dressed as Lauro. 

When they arrived at the grille, Lin Mo pretended to check the material area’s running accounts and 

called all the human snakes inside for questioning, before signalling Qu Yu Tang to start the operation. 

Qu Yutang’s eyes responded to Lin Mo’s and he began to move. 

As Qu Yutang was spreading the powder, he saw that all the people in the gridiron were looking at him 

with resentment, but were unable to speak. 

He then sped up, he didn’t want to dream about the whole material area coming for his life tonight …… 

When the medicinal powder was finished, Qu Yu Tang gave Lin Mo a quiet ok gesture and the two of 

them left. 

The next day early in the morning, a news spread throughout the entire Human Snake Organization 

headquarters building, all the Human Snakes were talking about it. 

“The head of the materials area has stirred up a big mess this time, I don’t know if all the materials can 

be used yet.” 

“I don’t think it’s usable, it looks pretty scary, maybe it’s an epidemic.” 

“We’d better avoid the people in the materials area, don’t get infected.” 

…… 

And at the moment several people in charge of the materials area have already become a mess, a 

moment later Lauro commanders will come over for questioning, such a big thing is bound to be 

impossible to conceal, will be reported to the fourth floor. 

Lauro, with a few snakes in tow, drove the tour bus at speed to the materials area. 

As he was about to enter, one of the people in charge next to him immediately handed over a protective 

mask. 

When he opened the door, Lauro panicked too! 

Everyone in the compartment was covered from head to toe in a very dense red rash, especially the 

face, which was almost unrecognisable from the features. 

After just a few more glances, Lauro found the image very suffocating, even as his stomach began to 

turn over. 

“Are there any other symptoms besides the rash?” 

Several of the men in charge stammered, not daring to speak, and pointed to the doctor who was 

stepping aside to diagnose them. 

Lauro noticed that the men’s faces were red and flushed, so it shouldn’t be a mere allergy symptom. 



At that moment a few people started vomiting one after another, and the doctor in the laboratory area 

ran over with a protective mask and a complicated look on his face. 
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“Commander Lauro, the situation is very bad, let’s talk outside!” 

Lauro and a few of the principals went outside the door and the doctor, distraught, told them the truth. 

“All the people here are suffering from a very rare infectious disease, a virus that spreads through the air 

very quickly!” 

After hearing the physician’s words, Lauro turned to the few people in charge. 

“How did you few keep a check on the materials? How dare you make such a serious mistake!” 

“Commander Lauro, we really swear that these materials were very strictly checked and disinfected 

before they were brought in, there really isn’t this virus ah ……” 

“Yes! We’ve worked together for so many years, you still don’t know us.” 

Lauro also believed that they didn’t have the guts to do this, but where did this virus come from 

anyway? 

“Physician, can they be cured of this disease?” 

“I can’t guarantee a cure, after all, the source of the infection is too sinister, yesterday there was no 

problem, and overnight thousands of materials in the whole district were not spared! It’s really rare! 

There is another very important point, we need Lauro to command to equip someone on the ground 

floor with a protective mask immediately to avoid infecting others. 

Also, the production of reagents in the experimental area will be suspended, and must wait until all 

these materials have recovered.” 

Lauro nodded one by one, the experiments were suspended, the envoy lord was probably going to get 

mad again …… 

The physician finished speaking and went to intensify his research on the remedy for the infectious 

disease, while Lauro needed to report to the envoy on the fourth floor immediately. 

The fourth floor of the Human Snake Organization headquarters. 

Lin Mo and Qu Yutang were negotiating something with the female envoy. 

“Qu Yutang is my man, you must return him to me.” 

“If you’re really lonely and isolated, you can find one of your kind to keep you company, I think Lauro is 

good.” 

At that moment the human snake on guard outside the door sent a message, “Lord Envoy, Commander 

Lauro has an important matter to discuss.” 



“If he says he’s coming, the envoy can just ask his opinion.” 

A faint smile surfaced on Lin Mo’s face. 

The envoy let Lauro in. 

When Lauro saw that at this time, Suo Gang was also on the fourth floor, he respectfully went over to 

greet him. 

“So Captain Sogang is also here, I’m the one who’s interrupting, why don’t I come back later.” 

When Lauro saw the female envoy’s eyes were not right, he felt as if he had spoiled something, so he 

mentally comprehended it himself. 

“Lauro, what is your business up here?” 

“Lord Envoy, something has happened in the materials area ……” 

Lauro told the whole story of how it started, and the female envoy was immediately shaken with anger. 

“Do you know how many months it takes to capture these materials? How dare such a big mistake 

happen! I think you are tired of living! 

Find out the cause of the disease as soon as possible, step up the development of a countermeasure, 

and within three days you must resume human experiments and continue to refine the blood purity. 

If you can’t do that, you can go into the grid yourself as material.” 

The female envoy scolded Lauro so furiously that Lauro stumbled and rolled down the fourth floor with 

half his life on the line. 

The physician developed five remedies in one breath and took them to the patients to try out. 

But two days had pa*sed and their rashes seemed to have gotten worse, the whole skin rash had 

connected into lumps and even started to fester, and the fever never improved. 

With only one day to go, the physicians were in a hurry, but could not think of any way to break the 

rash. 

On the third day, most of the men began to vomit and all the snakes turned away from the materials 

area. The captains stayed in their rooms on the third floor, and the girls on the first floor finally had a 

few days of peace. 

All the experimenters on the ground floor put on their protective masks and hid in the animal 

experimentation area furthest away from the materials area. 

The captains who had been out capturing the materials did not dare to return to headquarters. 

At this point, the entire Human Snake headquarters building was deadly silent as never before. 

Only the physician and Lauro, as well as the few heads of the materials area, made trip after trip 

between the pharmacy and the materials area. 



They knew perfectly well that if they couldn’t get these people under control by the end of the day, they 

would really be sent to the Gridiron themselves! 

The female envoy never said exaggerated things just to scare them. 

 


